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What if your report card was 
a person?
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Overview

1. Objectives
2. Framework
3. Indicator selection
4. Indexing method (thresholds/benchmarks)
5. Scoring method
6. Weighting / combination
7. Grades
8. Report card!



But first, a game!

Activity 1: Who owns this formula? 

Equation 1: 

Equation 2:

Equation 3:
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Indicators 

• Environmental/ecological indicators
• “Human” indicators – social, cultural, economic, 

stewardship, etc
• Point in time vs. cumulative indicators (indicator 

species; ecosystem-level indicators; indicators of 
resilience and change)

• Wide variety of possible indicators – which to select? 
Depends on:

• Local drivers/pressures
• What can be accurately measured (DO)
• Whether we know what’s “good” and “bad” 
• What makes sense 
• What’s communicable



Fitzroy Basin

• Environmental indicators only
• Started with over 100 potential indicators, narrowed down using pre-defined 

selection criteria:
Source: Flint et al., 2017



Indicator “categories”

• Why use categories?
• Simplify the list
• Allow for different weightings
• But they add another ‘layer’ of averaging…
• May not always be necessary

• Anyone not use indicator categories?
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Thresholds

• Development will depend on scoring methodology being used
• Fitzroy Basin method uses two thresholds

• Reference threshold or ‘Benchmarks’ as the best possible condition
• Value above or below which ecosystem is compromised ‘Worst case scenario 

(WCS)’
• Set using:

• Conditions at reference sites
• Existing water quality guidelines (e.g. ANZECC, Qld WQOs)
• Modelled values
• Professional best judgement
• Combination of the above

• Reference conditions can be a problem! Stoddard et al (2006)
• Natural conditions; reference condition for biological integrity (RC(BI))
• Minimally disturbed condition (MDC)
• Historic  condition (HC)
• Least disturbed condition (LDC) (“best available”)
• Best attainable condition (BAC)
• Expert opinion

• What do you use? 



Complexities in threshold 
setting

• Can be difficult to represent all waterway types 
and conditions that naturally occur in a large 
catchment

• E.g. Fitzroy thresholds
• Water Quality Objectives 

• only been established for low flow (ambient) conditions, 
except for EC, but most of our data are from high flow 
conditions – so we had to adjust for this

• do not account for the influence of other factors that might 
influence ambient parameters across seasons and years, 
such as variations in climatic factors or ground water flow

• Default ANZECC guidelines may not be locally relevant
• E.g. high background levels of some metals, but no low pH 

issues, so how much is bioavailable and are local species 
relatively tolerant?

I   h l t  h t’  l  h ?



The importance of scale

Spatial scale
Where to sample (splitting into smaller “regions” 
to address some variability) Spatial variation in 
sampling effort (pH)
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The importance of scale

Temporal scale
• Data are not collected evenly through the year. e.g. sulfate samples across 

the Fitzroy Basin compared to the hydrograph throughout the year at the 
end of the Fitzroy River. Considerable variation in sampling effort over the 
year with more samples during periods of high flow.
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Ooh! It’s game time again. 

Activity 2: “Average Joe/Jo test”
Step 1: Look in your program design / technical report. 
Find the bit that says what you’ve done with your data 
to get a score. 

Step 2: Read that bit. 

Step 3: Can you understand exactly what’s been done? 
(Note: it’s okay if you don’t!)

Step 4: Do you think your Nan and Pop would 
understand what’s been done? Your Mum and Dad? 
How about your 17 year old neighbour? Does this 
matter; who is your audience? 



Scoring

• Once indicators are selected, need to work out 
how to score them. 

• Approach for Fitzroy Basin was developed 
through reviewing  a variety of international 
programs and adapted the SEQ Healthy 
Waterways method.

• Evaluates an observed value against and upper and 
lower “expected” value (Bunn et al., 2010). 

• Score given to the observed value then relates to its 
position against the expected range. 

• Each individual score provides an evaluation of 
performance.

• Appropriate to drill down through an ecosystem 
health index to individual scores.

• Normalisation to allow combination and 



Weighting/averaging

• Okay, great! I’ve got heaps of scores. Now what?
• Combination approaches

• Median / mean / worst score / others?
• Apply weightings
• Ready to roll up (next!)

• What impacts on your decisions?
• Level of complexity
• Level of understanding of the system
• Data availability
• Relative importance of the indicators…



Relative importance of 
indicators

• Giving more weight to environmental impacts
• Fitzroy Basin scores toxicants (metals/metalloids) 

using the “worst score” across the toxicant indicators 
• What else might this apply to? Pesticides? Cyanide? 

BTEX? 
• Which indicators are your MOST IMPORTANT 

indicators?

Dee River, Mount Morgan (Callide catchment) in 2013 after TC 
Oswald



Grading breakpoints

• Grading image (e.g. “A to E” style, but there are 
others) 

• What’s the difference between 32.9 and 33.1? 
For the Fitzroy Basin, it’s the difference between a D 
and a C.

• But why should that difference be so much more 
important than the difference between 32.8 and 
32.9? 

• Putting up with some contrived/artefactual 
results to the benefit of communication

Score (%) 100 67<B<99 33<C<67 0<D<33 0 
Grade A B C D E 
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Rolling it up

From site to catchment

Indicatory to category to catchment

Catchments to Basin
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Game on. 

Despite variety across reports, what’s the one 
thing we all have? 

Activity 3: Indicator Bingo!



Putting things together. Some 
examples…

Gui
River
Report 
Card,
China
(IWC)
2009



Chilika Lake
Report Card, 
India
(IAN)



Kura River Basin
Report Card, 
Georgia, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan
(IAN)



Validation and review

• Combination of… 
• Indicators
• Thresholds
• Scoring
• Weighting
• Grading 

…can result in very different end 
products!

• How do you know you’ve got it 
right? 

• Expert opinion (e.g. independent 
science panels)

• Regular review mechanisms
• International peer review (publishing 

in research journals) – who’s done 
thi ? 



Oh I know, that was exhausting. 
Here’s some music. And another 
game. 

Activity 4: Choose your poison
Create either a Math Guru or Communication Guru 
version representing an element of your report card 
metrics. 



Discussion and Questions

• Is there a common set of indicators and could this be used for cross 
initiative reporting?

• Should we have a reference document that covers the various 
options for metrics and scoring?

• What are some of the emerging methods for report card scoring?
How often are these reviewed?

• If we identify a need to change our metrics, how can this be done 
smoothly and how do we communicate this to end users?

Has anyone changed indicators or grading methods after one or more 
years?
What was the incentive / justification?
How did you manage communications?


